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Abstract. We consider a second-order differential equation periodic in t with

period 7" > 0 and with linear damping. Bounds are given for the derivative

of the restoring force wnich will guarantee the existence and uniqueness of a

/"-periodic solution such that the unique 7"-periodic solution is asymptotically

stable. These conditions also rule out the existence of additional periodic solu-

tions which are subharmonics of order 2 .

In this note we consider periodic solutions of the differential equation

(1) u   +ku + g(t, u) = 0

where zc > 0 is a constant, g and its partial derivative with respect to the

second variable, denoted by D2g, are continuous, and g is F-periodic in t

for some T > 0 . Our goal is to find conditions of the form

(2) a < D2g(t, Í) < b

for (t, ¿;) e R which will guarantee the existence and uniqueness of a T-

periodic solution u0 which is locally, exponentially, asymptotically stable, i.e.

such that there exist constants C > 0 and a > 0 such that if u is another

solution with |m(0) —m0(0)| and \u (0) - u'0(0)\ sufficiently small, then \u(t) -

u0(t)\ < Cde~at, \u'(t) - u'0(t)\ < Cde~nt for all t > 0, where d = |«(0) -

K0(0)| + |«'(0) - 4,(0)1.
The existence and uniqueness part of this problem has been considered in

several papers when zc = 0. In this case, if there exists an integer TV > 0

such that 4n2N2/T2 < a < b < 4n2(N + \)2/T2 and (2) holds, then there

exists a unique F-periodic solution of ( 1 ). This follows from work of Loud [6],

under the additional assumption that a certain symmetry condition holds, and
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from work of Leach [5] in the general case. The Loud-Leach result can also

be obtained from a theorem concerning Hammerstein integral equations due to

Dolph in [4].

In the case of a second-order linear differential equation, the Loud-Leach

result seems to be implicit in the works of Borg [2] and Wallach [10] which

predate that of Dolph (see also [7, Chap. 5]).

Recently, there have appeared some papers in which conditions on D2g have

been given which imply the existence of periodic solutions of ( 1 ) with zc ̂  0.

(See, for example, [9, 12-16].) However, except for the results of [9], which

we briefly describe below, the stability of these periodic solutions has not been

considered.

Our main results, Theorems 2 and 3 below, say that if the range of D2g is

in an interval contained in a closed disk in the complex plane which contains

no (complex) eigenvalue X of the problem

—u   — ku =Aw,

u(0) = u(2T),        u'(0) = u'(2T),

then ( 1 ) has a unique F-periodic solution which is locally, exponentially, asymp-

totically stable. Note that the boundary conditions correspond to 2F-periodicity

rather than F-periodicity!)

The proof of the following result is a modification of an argument given

by Williams in [11]. Williams considered elliptic boundary value problems in

which the differential operator is normal.

A preliminary lemma. Let zc e R and let g(t, Ç) be defined and continuous for

(t, £) e R , have a piecewise continuous derivative with respect to ¿;, and be

T-periodic in t where T > 0. // there exist numbers a and b such that the

condition (2) holds for all (¿, () € R and such that there exists a closed disk

B in the complex plane centered at y = (a + b)/2 of radius r > (b - a) ¡2 such

that

(3) ^-2™LkiB

for all m = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , then there exists a unique T-periodic solution of

(1).

Proof. Let L be the linear differential operator defined by Lu — -u -kù-yu

and let E denote the Hilbert space consisting of complex valued F-periodic

functions defined on (-co, oc) whose restrictions to the interval [0, T] belong
2 2

to L [0, F] with the usual L [0, F]-inner product. If h e E, then there exists

a unique F-periodic function u such that u is of class C , u is absolutely

continuous, u   e E and Lu — h . In fact, if in terms of the orthogonal basis
r   2nimtlT¡ n      i   i       i -> l
{e \m = 0, ±1, ±2, ...}

oo

(4) h(t) = Y,cme2mm"T,        (inE)
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then

(5)
,,,       v^        ( 4n2m2     2nimk      \       2nimtiT

Tm=—oo \      •*

If we denote u by Kh , then K may be viewed as a compact linear mapping

from E into E. Moreover, because of the inequality

|4zr m ¡T  - 2nimk/T - y\ > r

which follows from (3) for all m = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , it follows from (4) and (5)

that

(6) ||*A|| < (l/r)||A||

for all h eE, where || || is the norm in E.

If we let H denote real Hubert space consisting of all real-valued functions

in E (so that c_m = cm in (4) if heH), then K(H) c H.

We have that zz is a F-periodic solution of ( 1 ) if and only if ue H and

-u   - ku - yu = Lu = g(t, u) - yu

and therefore,

u = KG(u) = F(u),

where G : H —► H is the Nemytskii mapping defined by

u -> g(t, u) - yu.

From (2) it follows that

\\G(ux)-G{u2)\\<(^^j\\ux-u2\\

for all ux, u2e H and therefore,

||F(w,)-F(«2)|| <c||«, -M2||

where c = (b - a)/2r < 1 . The assertion of the lemma now follows from the

contraction mapping theorem.

A short proof of a system form of the Loud-Leach result based on this type

of argument is given in [8].

Before proving our main result on (1), we prove a result concerning the

characteristic multipliers of a linear system.

Theorem 1. Let p(t) be a continuous T-periodic function and let X(t) be the

fundamental matrix for the linear system

(1) x'(t) = A(t)x(t)

where x = col(x,, x2),

■*«> = ( 0„,   \\-p(t)   -k
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and zc > 0 is constant. Ift here exist numbers a and b such that for all t e R

(8) a<p(t)<b

for all t, and such that there exists a closed disk B in the complex plane centered

at y — (a + b)/2 of radius r > (b - a) ¡2 such that

(9) ^-^tB

for all m = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , then the eigenvalues ax and a2 of X(T) satisfy

\<*j\< 1 for j = 1,2.

Proof. For each 5 with 0 < s < 1 we have

(10) a<(l-s)y + sp(t)<b

for all t. Therefore, from the preliminary lemma and (9), for each 5 e [0, 1],

there exists a unique periodic solution of period 2 F of the linear homogeneous

differential equation

(11) u"+ku' + [(l -s)y + sp(t)]u = 0.

But zz = 0 is such a solution. Therefore, under the hypotheses of the theorem,

there exists no nontrivial 2 T-periodic solution of ( 11 ) for all s € [0, 1]. If

0 1
B(s, t) = ,

v      '     \-(\ - s)y - sp(t)    -k

then y = co\(yx , y2) is a 2F-periodic solution of

(12) y\t) = B(t,s)y(t)

if and only if yx = u and y2 = u where zz is a nontrivial 2 F-periodic solution

of (11). Therefore, the system (12) has no nontrivial 2T-periodic solution for

0<5 <  1 .

Let Y(t, s) denote the fundamental matrix associated with the system (12)

for 0 < 5 < 1 . We have that

Y'(t,s) = B(t,s)Y(t,s), Y(0,s) = I,

where / is the 2x2 identity. If for some vgR"

Y(T, s)v - -v ,

then y(t) = Y(t, s)v is a solution of the system (12) which satisfies y(t) =

-y(0), so by virtue of the fact that both -y(t) and y(t + T) are solutions

of (12) which are equal at t = 0 and the uniqueness theorem, it follows that

y(t +T) = -y(t). Hence, y(t + 2T) = y(t) so y(t) = 0 and therefore v = 0.

It follows that -1 is not an eigenvalue of Y(T, s) for all s e[0, 1].

A similar argument shows that if Y(T, s)v — v , then y(t) = Y(t, s)v is

a F-periodic solution and hence a 2F-periodic solution of (12). Hence for

0 < s < 1 ,  1 is not an eigenvalue of Y(s, T).
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For each s with 0 < s < 1, let px(s) and p2(s) denote the eigenvalues of

Y( T, s). By standard results concerning continuous dependence of solutions of

differential equations on parameters and Rouche's theorem of complex analysis,

the moduli \px(s)\ and \p2(s)\ depend continuously on s. We shall show that

(13) \Pj{s)\<l,        7 = 1,2,  0<5<1

and, since X(T) = Y(T, 1), this will prove the theorem.

By a well-known theorem of Liouville, for 0 < s < 1 ,

rT _kT
(14) px(s)p2(s) - exp /    tr B(t, s)dx = e       <1.

Jo
For 5 = 0, B(s, t) is the constant matrix

-C A)
so Y(t, 0) = eCl and Pj(0) = e jT, j = 1,2, where Xx and X2 are the

eigenvalues of C. Since k > 0 and y > 0, it is easy to compute that both Xx

and X2 have a negative real part. Therefore, \p (0)| < 1 for j* = 1, 2.

If (13) were not true for 0 < s < 1, then, by continuity, there would exist a

number s* with 0 < s* < 1  such that \pÂs*)\ = 1 for either j — I or j = 2.

The numbers //,(5) and p2(s*) could not be complex conjugates, for oth-

erwise |/z,(i*)| = \p2(s*)\ — 1 contradicting (14). Therefore both px(s*) and

p2(s*) would be real, and so Pj(s') = ±1 for either j = 1 or j = 2. Since

this contradicts the previously established fact that Y(T, s) cannot have ±1

as an eigenvalue for all s e [0, 1], (13) must hold and the theorem is proved.

Our main result now follows easily.

Theorem 2. Let g(t, ¿;) and D2g(t, ¿;) be continuous for all (t,Ç)eR , let g

be T-periodic in t, and k > 0 be constant. If there exist constants a and b

such that (2) holds and such that there exists a closed disk B in the complex plane

centered at y = (a + b)/2 of radius r > (b - a)/2 such that (9) holds, then (1)

has a unique T-periodic solution which is locally, exponentially, asymptotically

stable.

Proof. Since (9) obviously implies (3), there exists a unique F-periodic solution

of (1)—call it u0(t). Since col(u0(t), u'0(t)) isa F-periodic solution of the

system

u = v ,

V = -g(t, u),

it follows from the well-known principle of linearized stability for periodic sys-

tems (see [3, p. 321-322]) that if the Floquet multipliers corresponding to this

solution both have moduli less than 1 , then this solution is locally exponen-

tially stable. Since the multipliers are the eigenvalues of the 2x2 matrix X(T)

where X(t) is the matrix function defined by

x'(t) = A(t)X(t),        X(0) = I,
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where

A{t)={-D2g(t,u0(t))    -k

the assertion of the theorem follows from (2), (9), and Theorem 2.

We note that the conditions of the Theorem imply that there are no 2F-

periodic solutions other than uQ .

We give specific bounds for a and b which extends the Loud-Leach condi-

tion. For simplicity we take T = 2n .

Theorem 3. Let k > 0 and for each nonnegative integer N, let

2

aN(k) = t- + N2 + N+l-

\
y + 7V+i)   +k2N2,

bN(k) = ^- + N2 + N+l- +

iZ iV
«»(*) = T + -T + T +

\
y + W + l)    +k2N2.

\

kl     N     1

T + T + 2 +
(kN)2

,   ...     k2     N2     N     1
dN(k) = ^ + ^- + T + 5 + ^J

k N     1
>  +T + 2 +

(kN)2

If g and D2g are continuous, g is 2n-periodic in t, and (2) holds where, for

some N > 0,

(15) aN(k)<a<b<bN(k),

then ( 1 ) has a unique 2n-periodic solution. If

(16) cN(k)<a<b<dN(k)

and (2) holds then (1) has a unique 2n-periodic solution which is locally, expo-

nentially, asymptotically stable.

Proof. We prove only the second statement, the proof of the first statement is

entirely similar.

Let N be a fixed nonnegative integer and let

N¿ N

5 = T + x + y + 2'

R =
\ 2

N     1

T + 2
(kN)2

The complex numbers

(17)
m~4 mik

m 0,±1,±2,..
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2 2
all lie on the parabola k x = y in the complex plane. The point s is at a

distance R from the points corresponding to the complex numbers N ¡4 ±

Nik/2 and (N + l)2/4± (N + \)ik/2 and the open disk centered at radius R

does not contain any of the numbers (17). Since cN(k) = s - R and ^(zc) =

s + R, if (16) holds, then we can find a number d such that

s-R<s-d<a<b<s + d<s + R.

Therefore, since the closed disk of radius d centered at 5 does not contain

any of the numbers (17), the second assertion of the theorem follows from

Theorem 2.

Finally, we give a simple example which shows that if the conditions of the

preliminary lemma hold but the conditions of Theorem 2 do not hold, then the

unique periodic solution can be unstable.

Example. Consider the linear differential equation

(18) u (t) + ku'(t) + \[l+ecost]u(t) = 0

where k is small and positive |e| is small and e ^ 0. It is clear that for |e|

small, there exist numbers a and b such that the conditions of the preliminary

lemma hold, so there exists a unique 2n-periodic solution; namely, u = 0.

On the other hand, for all small £^0, the Floquet multipliers px and p2

corresponding to the trivial solution of

(19) u"(t) + \[l+scost]u(t) = 0

are real and satisfy

(20) /z, < -1 < p2 < 0.

(This is stated without proof in [1, p. 204-205].) In fact, if y At, e), j = 1,2,

are the solutions of (19) defined by the initial conditions y,(0, e) = y'2(0, e) =

1 , y2(0, e) = y'x (0, e) = 0, and A(e) = yx (2n, e) + y'2(2n, e), then px and p2

are the roots of the quadratic

p  -A(e)p + 1=0.

Using the fact that yk(t, e) are analytic in e , a long but straightforward com-

putation shows that

A(e) = -2--^e2 + 0(e3)

as e —► 0.

Fix £ jé 0 such that (20) holds. Since the multipliers corresponding to

the trivial solution of (18) are the eigenvalues of X(2n), where X(t) is the

fundamental matrix corresponding to (7), where p(t) = |[1 + ecos t], and

for k - 0 these are the numbers px and p2 in (20), it follows from the

continuous dependence of solutions with respect to parameters, that for k small
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and positive, the multipliers of the trivial solution of (18) will also satisfy the

condition (20). Therefore, the solution will be unstable.

In [9] Ortega considers the problem

(21) u'+ku' + f(t, u)-s = 0,

where zc > 0, / and D2f(t, £) is strictly increasing in the second variable, /

is F-periodic in ?,and 5 is a real parameter. If there exist ^, and £2 suchthat

D2f(t, <£) < 0 for all t if £ < £, and D2f(t, f ) > 0 for all t if i > Ç2, then
the condition (9) can never be satisfied for m = 0, where g(t, Ç) — f(t, Ç)-s.

However, for this case, under the additional assumption that

F>2/(Z,¿;)<7r2/F2 + zc2/4

for all (t, ç) € R , the results of [9] show that there exists s0 such that (21)

has a F-periodic solution if and only if 5 > s0 and for s > sQ there are exactly

two F-periodic solutions, one of which is asymptotically stable and the other

unstable.

We are grateful to the referee for calling our attention to the recent literature

concerning (1) when k ^ 0. (See [12-16].)
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